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Summer 2019

President’s Message
Laura Scott
I hope everyone is enjoying their summer. And I hope
you're having fun with your dog: at class, at the
cottage, out for a trail walk or just hanging around
inside enjoying the air conditioning. WAG had a
family day in July, the first we've done in a number of
years, and it was a great chance to hang out with our
dogs and other club members. I hope this is a new
tradition that we'll be able to carry on. We unveiled a
new plaque at Family Day honoring the dogs that are
no longer with us. Please check it out next time you're
at the field and read about it in this newsletter. The
bond that I have with my dogs is something I'm very
grateful for, and it's something that agility has helped
to build. It's been fun starting a new puppy and
building that bond with him. All those things I take
for granted in my older dog Trevi, like how he already
knows the house rules, and is good at sleeping in, are
things I'm working on with Gryffin (the puppy). My
goals for Gryffin in classes are that we go and have
fun, that he works on staying focused and working,
and maybe learns a bit. My goal for myself is to
remember to have fun and to keep sessions short with
lots of breaks for play. I tend to get a bit too serious
and that can be hard for a dog, especially one that's
learning. I hope that you'll think about your goals for
your dogs in class and remember that the bond you
have with them is only heightened by positive training
sessions. Enjoy the rest of your summer!
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Did your family adopt a new dog? Did your dog master a new trick or has she/he
done anything else special you want to share? Do you have a great recipe you’d
like to share?
Please, send us your story and a photo or two to wagsecretaryottawa@gmail.com
so we can include it in the next newsletter!

Sharon Hobson

Do you feel joy when your dog runs a perfect
course – fast and clean, with no mistakes? Who
wouldn’t? It’s a wonderful accomplishment, and
you celebrate by showering your dog with
cuddles and treats and happy words. You and
your dog did great, and you couldn’t be prouder.
What about if your dog runs a nearly perfect
course – except that he ran into the wrong end
of the tunnel? Or knocked a bar? What do you
feel then? Do you tell your dog he’s amazing and
you love him as you grab a handful of his
favourite treats and watch him enthusiastically
devour them? Or do you walk off the course,
ignoring your dog, slumping your shoulders, and
whining that “if he hadn’t done that, he’d have
Q’d”?

How you handle what happens on a course at a
trial or in an exercise in class – whatever
happens – defines your relationship with your
dog. Is your relationship one of joy or of
unfulfilled expectations? Do you look at the
positive parts of your dog’s efforts, or focus on
the negative? Is your dog happy with your time
together or is he stressed by worry that he will
disappoint you?
Dogs don’t get hung up on ribbons or Qs
(Qualifying Scores). They don’t care that they
knocked a bar down or ran into the wrong side
of the tunnel. They only care about having fun
with you and enjoying that look on your face as
you embrace them and dig out some treats from
your pocket. They just want to be with you, play
with you, share joy with you.
Unfortunately, too many owners have their egos
wrapped up in their dog’s agility performance. If
the dog doesn’t do well, they don’t run a perfect
course, then the owner is disappointed, sad,
frustrated, or angry. And those feelings are all

clearly communicated to the dog by the owner’s
body language and voice. The dog doesn’t know
what he did wrong; he just knows his owner
isn’t happy with him.
Worse, many owners do not even realize they
are communicating disappointment or
frustration. So many times I’ve seen a dog and
owner have a problem on course, and when they
exit, the owner will say, “Yeah, he didn’t get
that pinwheel combination …” and then sternly
and defensively declare “but WE HAD FUN out
there!” She’s saying the right words but
everything about her – her facial expression, her
tone of voice, her body slump, her inability to
joyfully engage with her dog – says she doesn’t
mean them. She’s disappointed and her dog
knows it.
Our dogs try so hard for us. They give us so
many moments in which we can feel joy. So feel
it! Go ahead and laugh at your dog’s wrong
choices, and cheer for him when he gets
something he’s been struggling with! Look at all
the things he got right, and own the
responsibility for what didn’t go as planned.
Too often people get hung up on the final result,
the full course, but we should be focusing on all
the small steps that our dogs successfully
negotiate to give us that final result. That
attitude of joy and appreciation starts in class,
with every exercise you do together. My dogs
have never been perfect, but they bring me
great joy every time we run together.
Look at your dog as a winner, no matter what
happens on course. Remember that your dog is
doing his best, and that you owe it to him to give
him yours – your best ability and your best
attitude.

Sheila Meldrum

The first annual WAG Family Day on Sunday, July 17, 2019 was a great
success. Open to all WAG members and their families, it was an
opportunity for WAG members and their dogs from all levels of class to meet
members from classes other than their own. It was billed as a potluck and
participants brought many tasty summer snacks. After a pleasant interlude
of meeting and greeting and sampling the potluck goodies, the central event
of this particular Family Day was announced: the unveiling of the WAG
Memorial Plaque. The final event of the day was a two-dog style relay race;
two dogs going at the same time over different courses. This event drew a
good entry and it was a lot of fun for dogs, handlers and spectators. If you
were unable to make it out to this year’s Family Fun Day we hope you will
be able to make it to next year’s event!

Heather Esdon

Part of the WAG Family Fun day was dedicated to a group of
special dogs. The WAG Executive unveiled a plaque in honour of
all the dogs who have run with WAG. There is a poem on the
plaque so next time you are at the field take a minute and stop
and read it.
The first six dog tags added to the fence were:
Lobo (Barb & John Vincent)
Buddy (Mary Clayson)
Charlie Brown (Sandy Edmonds)
Bonnie Mae West (Sharon Cameron)
Tambo (Sharon Hobson)
Oakley (Sam Caldwell)
The Executive purchased these tags honouring the dogs of
executive members and instructors. If you have lost a dog who
ran with WAG please feel free to add their tag to our memorial.

The Esdon pack would like to welcome Lola. Lola joined
us on July 13 and was 11 weeks old. She is a lab mix
(no one knows with what so that will be the surprise).
She has BIG paws and a few white spots. She is
learning a lot from her pack mates, Amber, CeCe,
Heather, Scott, Andrew and Ryan. She loves her pack
walks. She looks forward to meeting other WAG dogs
at future events.

Volunteers needed!
The move is planned for Sunday, October 6 at 1:00 p.m. We will meet at the
summer field on Torbolton Ridge Road to load all of our equipment and move it to
the arena on Dunrobin road. We need trucks, trailers, vans, SUVs and as

many people as possible.
To sign up to help and/or provide a vehicle able to move equipment please send an
email to lorraine@minitel.ca

Hoping everyone will be able to come out and help.

If you haven’t been to a WAG Christmas Party yet then this will be your
opportunity! Great food, great people, games to be played and prizes to be won!
What more could you ask for? We hope to see you and your family at this
event!

Debbie Davidson
When I first started agility I used to tell people possible and can anticipate what comes after a sit/
that it is your dog doing jumps and tunnels and
stay. Think of the following scenarios after you put
climbing over obstacles. Then I discovered that
your dog in a sit/stay:
most dogs are able to do the obstacles. The trick
-You take a couple of steps forward and your
was to link these obstacles together. That is the
dog follows you.
challenge! This includes being able to have your
-The dog’s head drops into the “vulture” position.
dog sit and stay at the start line; keeping their
-He starts to scratch or lies down.
focus on you so they know where to go next;
-He starts creeping forward.
growing eyes in the back of our heads so we can
-He self-releases and is off before you give your
see when our little darlings sneak in behind us.
release word.
One of the tools we need as agility people is a
These are examples of a dog not being clear on his
release cue. It is a distinct word that is only used
“job” at the start. This job is to stay until I give you
to release a dog from a controlled position such as the release word. It may be a lack of confidence
a sit or a down. The purpose is to give your dog
and he does not want to be away from you or
clear information about when he can leave this
maybe the reward of obstacles is too great.
controlled position. Just as your dog learns to sit
Whatever the reason, you can continue to practice
and wait while you move away from him, he also
away from agility class and to build your dog’s
needs to know when he can move. If your dog does understanding and confidence.
not know when he will be allowed to move, he will
There is an expression that says practice makes
anticipate. Some examples of release words include perfect. I will take it one step farther and say
break, free, release, a nonsense word, or a word in Perfect Practice makes Perfect! Think about what
another language.
you are rewarding your dog for. Do you makes
Okay, now you have release word and you know excuses like “he’s tired” or bored or distracted or
what it means. Does your dog? Unless you have
nervous. Maybe we, as the handlers, need to take
already taught this, then the answer is no. So you more responsibility. Does your dog REALLY
teach it the same way you have taught other
understand the release command? Is this word
commands like sit and down. Start in a relaxed
actually attached to physical movement on our
environment like your home. If your kitchen is a
part? Does the dog rely on some body cue on our
busy place, find somewhere quiet to work with
part? Are we giving mixed signals? So if your dog
your dog. This is for those multiple dog, multiple
starts before you give your release word and you
kid households! Start small and reward. This
decide to continue with the sequence anyway, what
should be no more than 5 minutes at a time.
has the dog just learned? If this is the case, you
Gradually increase the difficulty until your dog
can’t get upset if he does the same thing next time!
understands his release word in different locations
Agility is way more complicated than I ever
and situations.
thought before I started classes. But if this was as
Understanding your release word increases
easy as plunking your dog at the start of the course
your dog’s confidence as well as improves his self- and pointing out what to do next, I don’t think that
control. If you ask your dog to sit/stay while you
this sport would hold our interest for long nor
walk away from him and closer to that fun agility would it have the following and participation that
equipment then he must have a cue that allows
agility currently enjoys. For most of us, it is the
him to know when he can get started. For most
challenge of teaching our dogs new skills and
dogs, agility equipment is a reward in itself so we building the bond
must help him resist the temptation to get out of
that we share that
his stay before the release word. You will know if
keeps us coming
your dog understands the word if you can say it
back. Plus the
without any movement on your part and your dog
added benefit of
moves forward.
hanging out with
Dogs are masters of prediction. Just think of a
other “crazy dog
sleeping dog’s reaction to the sound of the treat
bag. A dog will try to get to a reward as quickly as people”!

Lorraine Kerr

Saturday, May 25 was our spring move to the summer
field on Torbolton Ridge Road and we had a great turn
out to accomplish the job.
We had 20 volunteers, which included a few family
members, and 10 vehicles! The vehicles included 3 halfton trucks, 1 utility trailer, 3 SUV/station wagons
and…..thanks to Leslie and Wright Tree Services…. We
had the help of a SUPER landscape truck that fit so
many of the larger items!
We may have established a record time from meeting at
Dunrobin just before 10:00am …to clearing out at the field at about 11:50. We
even had to drape the tarp over our tent frame a second time after the wind
caught it and blew it into the field before we had it secured. (Note: Secure corners ASAP!)

Thanks SO MUCH to all !
.......and remember to watch for details on our fall move that will be
taking place October 6.

WAG would like to express a HUGE thank you to a local business,
Dirleton Truck N Auto. Dirleton Truck
N Auto took time out of their busy schedule to
WAG
tune up our old generator so we could continue
running classes past sunset. Not only is our
generator working like new but it was all done
at a very reasonable price. Great Work!

Congratulations to Heather and Gretel for all of their great
achievements. Last October, Gretel earned her Advanced
Standard Title, AADC. This season, after
only entering a few masters’ runs, Gretel
achieved her Master’s Standard Title,
MADC. She has her 3 Advanced Q’s for
Snooker and Gamblers and 2 jumpers’ Q’s
left to get. She has also earned the Advanced
Games Dog of Canada Title at the Hilltop
Agility trial. Well done Heather and Gretel!

Anne-Marie is very proud of
how hard Riley is working too
overcome his anxiety. He has
made great progress over the
last 3
years.

Katie’s Shelby has gained so much
confidence this year through her
participation in agility. Her fear of people
and new situations have improved leaps
and bounds, letting strangers feed her
treats and so much less barking out of
fear. Her bond with Katie has also grown
immensely. She certainly isn’t the same
dog adopted 2 and a half years ago as an
extremely fearful and reactive puppy.
She absolutely loves her agility nights
and is fearless with all the obstacles. Katie can’t wait to
continue through the levels and see how well she does!
Sam and Clark have discovered a great way
to get their exercise. Sam borrowed a dog
scooter from Susan Porter and hooks Clark
up to the front. It’s dog sledding with no
snow! She says it’s far more work than she
anticipated and she comes home a sweaty
mess. But, Clark loves the trotting pace as
it keeps the deer flies off him!

Sandy’s doodle, Riley, has been working on his swimming skills. He is now diving and
swimming short stretches underwater (to get to the ‘nicer’ rocks for his collection). Riley is
hoping that diving for rocks becomes a nationally recognized canine water sport. Sandy’s
hoping that his teeth are as hard as rocks!

Heather Esdon

WAG dogs and handlers had a great time at the Carp Market
on Saturday, August 17. We had big and small participants and
lots of spectators watching our agility demo. A big thank you to
Lorraine and Terry for all their help with the equipment and
coordinating with the market. Debbie did a fantastic job as our
announcer and provided a great course. Thank you to everyone
who helped move equipment to and from the field. Volunteers
are who make WAG such a great club.

Your WAG classes just started and things are going well for both you and your dog.
Unfortunately, you tripped and fell at work. You sprained your ankle and have to stay off it
for a minimum of 3 weeks! What do you do about WAG?
The weather was terrible 3 Mondays in a row so your WAG classes were cancelled. Now there
isn’t enough time for make up classes! What happens?
Sometimes things happen that are out of your control. WAG has developed a policy to help
ensure that ‘when it rains, it doesn’t pour’. Just remember, if life throws you a fast one, reach
out to your instructor and they can help.
WAG Refund Policy


Payment is required on or before the first day of class.

 WAG does not provide refunds if students withdraw from a session after the second class
unless the withdrawal is for medical reasons.
 If a student must cancel a class due to medical reasons (human or canine), the student will
be able to receive class credits or a refund for the remaining classes in the session.
 In the event that WAG cancels a class due to weather or facility problems, a makeup class
will be provided, typically at the end of the session. WAG will issue a class credit for any
classes where we are unable to fit in makeup classes before the next session.

Missed Classes


WAG does not provide refunds or credits for missed classes.

This summer WAG held 2 fun trials at the field. Fun trials are lots of fun. You and your dog
run a standard course and a game. Lots of laughs and encouraging words can be heard at the
WAG fun trials. If you’ve never been to one of WAG’s fun trials you should consider coming out
to either participate or volunteer next summer. We can guarantee, you won’t be bored.
Friday, June 14

Sunday, August 11

Standard:
1st - Brittany and Einstein
2nd - Caroline and Fannie
3rd - Vicki and Imriel
4th - Sandy and Riley

Standard:
1st - Valli & Daisy
2nd - Claire & Marty
3rd - Leslie & Ginny
4th -Leslie & Gracie

Snooker:
1st Jill and Piper
2nd - Amanda and Lucy
3rd - Vicki and Imriel
4th - Sandy and Riley

Gamble:
1st - Leslie & Ginny
2nd - Claire & Marty
3rd - Leslie & Gracie
4th - Amanda & Lucy

Recipe from Laura Scott
If you're looking for something a little different to stuff a Kong, and keep your pooch busy, frozen
treats are a great option. These are very flexible so you can adapt the recipe to suit your dog.
This is great for dogs that are on a diet or have dietary restrictions - use a combination of base
and fillers that works for them.
Step 1: Find an ice cube tray that makes ice cubes just slightly larger than the opening of the
Kong. You can always under- or over-fill the tray to help create the correct size.
Step 2: Choose your base. Low sodium broth or plain yogurt are good options. Baby food is also
great. Just make sure you read the label to ensure it only has dog safe ingredients (avoid the
ones that contain onions or garlic). The apple or squash purees are perfect for this. You can use
water to thin out your base, or if your dog has a sensitive stomach, you can just use water.
Step 3: Choose your fillers. Kibble, treats, cheerios, dog
safe fruits and veggies, or leftover lean meats are all great
things to use. Add a few pieces (or lots!) into each cube.
This is a great way to use up sample packages of kibble.
For dogs with sensitive stomachs you can just use their
regular food.
Step 4: Freeze. Pop the tray in the freezer and let it set
overnight.
Step 5: Enjoy. Once they are frozen take them out of the
tray and keep the cubes in the freezer in a Ziploc bag.
When ready to use, put 1-2 cubes into a Kong. Keep in
mind, if your dog doesn't finish this it will melt, so you
probably want to make sure they don't abandon the Kong
on your good carpet.
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